
Lecture Notes  
 
Language and Communication  

• Phonology – the rules for how sounds are made and how they are used; deals with 
set of sound (phonemes) and sound combinations (morphemes) used to construct 
the words in a given language  

• Grammar – the set of rules used to form morphemes into words (morphology) and 
to structure words into phrases and sentences (syntax)   

• Syntax – how words are combined (arrangement and order of words) to form 
meaningful phrases and sentences  

• Children have an odd syntax but eventually learn normal syntax   
• Structure of language – displacement (ability to talk about things that are not in 

front of you like things in the past and future), productivity (ability to generate new 
words), arbitrariness (the difference of the nature of the word itself, the sound we 
make when saying it, and actually the meaning of it), duality of patterning/double 
articulation (ability of our language to form meaningful units from seemingly, 
discrete, nonmeaningful segments I.e. forming words from letters)  

• Nonhuman primate communication -   
• Call systems: limited number of sounds produced in response to specific stimuli, 

cannot be combined to produce new calls, vocal tract of apes not suitable for 
speech  

• Sign language: a few nonhuman primates have learned to use American Sign 
Language (ASL)  

• Example: Koko   
• Apes are capable of displacement  - True if they have been taught ASL  
• Apes are capable of productivity – True if they have been taught ASL  
• Apes are capable of arbitrariness – Maybe   
• Apes are capable of duality of speech patterns – False, this is a defining aspect of 

human language   
• Can chimpanzees and other great apes speak? - No  
• Genetic capacity for speech: FOXP2 gene  
• Physical structures for speech: Larynx and Hyoid bone  
• We don't know the exact time when language was started   
• The human turning point –   
• Two ways humans went were small family groups or cooperative societies  
• Language as a piece of social technology for enhancing the benefits of cooperation, 

reaching agreements, striking deals and such  
• In global perspective, the more closely people are geographically, the more likely 

they are to share the same language – False, purpose of language allows for 
formation of social group, changing language can create barriers and exclusion, 
language is interlinked with identity and culture  

• Key terminology - 2/14/18 - Food and Exchange  
• Adaptive strategy (Cohen) - A society's main system of economic production  
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• Fingerprints – a complex, phenotypical trait (like skin color), influenced by several 
genes (like skin color), primarily determined by influences in the epidermis, 
determined by both genetic and to a lesser extent, environmental factors   

• Racial classifications based on phenotype raise the problem of deciding which trait(s) 
should be primary such as height? Weight? Body type? Skull form? …..  

• Early European and American scientists gave priority to skin color  
  
3/21/18   

• Race: the vast majority of human variations exists within populations rather than 
between populations. Alan Goodman (Biological Anthropologist), Joseph Graves, 
Evelynn Hammonds, Stephen J. Gould  

• The human race is the most similar of all species. Every body part and organ was 
scrutinized as in what organ can be specific to the Negro instead of the other races.   

• Human beings have not been separated long enough to develop sub-species. The 
things we use to differentiate race are recent variations and have already evolved.   

• Greater genetic diversity in Africa than anywhere else since they were the first to 
evolve  

• Human biological diversity and race concept – early classification of 'race' associated 
with skin color, geography and physical morphology; homo sapiens do not have 
biologically distinct races   

• A biological race is a geographically isolated subdivision of a species  
• Phenotype = outward expression of genotype  
• Defining race - not a scientifically useful category  
• Race, as used most often in contemporary society, is a social category not a 

biological one, and one that changes over time  
• Jim Crow South: race became codified in law in 3 different states; Virginia: law 

defined a black person as a person with 1/16th African ancestry; Florida: law defined 
a black person as a person with 1/8th African ancestry; Alabama: law defined a black 
person as 'any African ancestry at all'  

• Rule of descent: assigning social identity on the basis of ancestry (rare outside of 
US)  

• Hypodescent: children of a union between members of different groups are placed 
in the minority group  

• Racism: institutionalized (collective failure to provide adequate social services by an 
organization to a certain people), covert/subtle (found in the media, and etc), and 
overt (bombings, white supremacists, etc)  

  
Religion   

• This exam will do more with diagramming   
• Religion exists in all human societies; it is a cultural universal  
• Wallace: "belief and ritual concerned with supernatural beings, power, and forces"  
• What is one thing all religions have in common? - belief in the supernatural  
• Durkheim (founder of the anthropology of religion): religion is the distinction 

between the sacred and the profane (I.e. ordinary)   
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• Drastic change in how marriage is organized after the invention of the plow. What 
also contributed was owning land which many women did not have. Therefore, 
dowries were of increased importance in society. Marriage after then was about 
consolidating wealth and power.   

  
3/5/18  

• Demographic transition – No More Angel Babies is an extreme example of this, the 
norm of human history is more than the ones you think you want since some will 
die, this has changed in the last 100 years with advances in clean water, healthcare, 
and so on.   

• Gender does not equal biological sex.   
  
3/19/18  

• The Adaptive Value of Religious Ritual by Richard Sosis – more unified group = more 
extreme religious ritual  

• Belief in supernatural agents such as gods, spirits, and ghosts critical to religion's 
ability to promote long-term cooperation  

• Religious behavior can overcome the problem of free riders and promote 
cooperation within the group. Ritualistic behavior served as a form of 
communication between members of the same species and often between 
members of different species.   

• Understanding Islam by Kenneth Jost – clash between different visions of Islam will 
be less susceptible to resolution than analogous disputes within most branches of 
Christianity because Islam lacks any recognized hierarchical structure. Islam has no 
pope or governing council. Instead, each believer is regarded as having a direct 
relationship with God, or Allah, with no ecclesiastical intermediary.   

• Islam is growing on the strength of literal interpretations of the Koran and the 
exclusivist attitudes toward the non-Muslim world. Higher conversions than higher 
birth rates. Islamic radicals have simply out-organized the moderates.   

• It contrasts Islam and Christianity. Religion is a more pervasive presence in daily life 
and a more important source for civil law than contemporary Christianity   

  
4/9/18  

• Ruined by Michael Marshall – environmental determinism = a society's environment 
shaped its character  

• Argues against environmental determinism and states that climate is an important 
factor but not an determining factor of an downfall of a culture  

• Climate can affect the downfall of a society such as Mycenaeans.  
• However some societies can withstand this environmental change such as the 

Mayans  
• Population Seven Billion by Robert Kunzig – India has mass sterilization in order to 

quell the population growth. Demographic transitions can be caused by better 
education, health care, and decrease in poverty which leads to reduction in births 
but decrease of infant mortality. Women are having less children. Malthusian crisis – 
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